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To move ahead of academics, GIC Committee at HJD Institute of Technical Education & 
Research, Kera – Kutch organized a State level technical symposium under ther tittle 
TRANSCENDENCE 2016. The main source motivation for the event came from Hon. 
Chairman Shree Jagdish Halai, Administrator Mr. Hiren Vyas and Principal Dr. Rajesh 
Patel. The symposium was inaugrated in the presence of Hon. Chairman Shree Jagdish 
Halai, Principal Dr. Rajesh Patel, Mr. Manish Patel, Mr. Kumjeshkumar Yagnik, Mrs. 
Rashmi Yagnik and Mr. Rohit Kurvah with unfolding the symbol of the symposium with 
the event Contraption. This followed by the green signal for all events with Robo Race. 
 
520 students from the colleges HJD ITER, Tolani Institute, GP Bhuj, GEC Bhuj, 
Veeraytan Group of Institutes and Sanskar Institute participated in the symposium. 
There were 13 events in the symposium where in students particpated with great 
enthusiasm. In the event Cyber Spider, the students were given the task to design a 
web page. In Code Storm, the participants had to break the erron in the code given. 
Rage Quit Cup was a non technical event where in students plaed counter strike. Bob 
The Bridge was a event in which students had to prepare a model of bridge and 
judggement was done on the basis of the maximum load sustained by the bridge. In 
Rain Water Conservation, students had to design a prototype of the house to conserve 
maximum water. Finding Fenny was the treasure hunt event. D2’s Make It Catchy was a 
model and poster presentation in which students had to present their innovative idea. 
Circuit Making was the event where in students had to complete the circuit with the 
provided electrical instruments. Robo Race was the event in which the students had to 
prepare the robot which can move on the given track. Contraption was the event in 
which participants were given the task of creating chain reactions. Scrap Heap was 
junkyard event in which perticipants had to create model from the given junk. The 



Third Eye was the photography event. And Angry Ballon was the event in which 
students had to fight with ballons filled with water and score points. 
 
The symposium concluded with a validatory function where in all the winners were 
given certificates and prices from all the dignitaries. This followed by a vote of thanks 
by Mr. Jay Pandya and lastly by National Anthem. 
 
The event coordinators for the symposium were Mr. Narendrasinh Vadher, Mr. Kunal 
Motwani and Mr. Narendra Pokar. GIC Committee Members Mr. Jay Pandya, Mr. 
Mayur Thacker, Mr. Smit Thacher, Mr. Priyank Bhambhani, Mr. Nirav Bhatt, Mr. Sadik 
Agwan and Ms. Deepa Aiyar provide great support fot the successful completion of the 
symposium. 
 
GLIMPSES OF THE EVENT. 

 
A still from Inaugration Function. 



 
A still from Robo Race. 

 
Dignitaries present in the function. 



 
A still from Contraption. 

 
A still from Rain Water Conservation. 



 
A still from D2’s Make It Catchy 

 
A still from Circuit Making. 
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